ECONOMIC IMPACT OF FEDERAL
NATURAL GAS & OIL DEVELOPMENT
ONSHORE AND OFFSHORE LEASING PROCESS
It takes several years of due diligence, and a sizable investment, for a company to analyze the underlying geology, perform the
necessary technology and engineering assessments, and arrange the logistics of an exploration or development project before they
can determine if a lease contains commercial quantities of oil and natural gas. These “non-producing” leases are very much active.
In addition, this time period is frequently stretched out by additional environmental reviews and challenges, as outlined below.

FEDERAL ONSHORE EXPLORATION AND POTENTIAL PRODUCTION TIMELINE
Cost
(millions)

Cumulative
Cost
(millions)

Lease Year

Activity
-2

$1-5

$1-5

Evaluate existing 2D and 3D seismic for
geological, geophysical and engineering
data to identify leads/drilling ideas.

N/A

$1-5

Nominate Lands - Time for lands to appear
on a Federal sale (6 to 12 months)

N/A

$1-5

Lease sale

$1-20

$2-25

High bid leases awarded (10 year term).

$5-10

$7-35

Acquire and refine 3D and other data to turn
ideas into drillable exploratory prospects.
(12 to 24 months)

$1

$8-36

Perform environmental analysis and regulatory
permitting requirements to obtain Federal
approval to drill. (8 to 12 months)

N/A

$8-36

Contract a rig to drill. (4 to 8 months)

$5-10

$13-46

Drill and complete (2 to 6 months) exploration well.
(subject to timing stipulations)

N/A

$13-46

Evaluate geologic, production and engineering
results. (6 to 12 months)

$5-10

$18-56

If prospect encouraging, drill appraisal/delineation
well(s) and step out well(s) to define the field.

$1-3

$19-59

Evaluate well results, formulate plan of
development for discovery - Prepare NEPA
document (24 to 60 months)

Minimal

$19-59

Prepare and file permits for development, wait for
approvals. (8 to 12 months per permit)

$500-3,000

$519-3,059
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Lease Sale

If exploration well unsuccessful,
start process over

Discovery

1st Exploration Production

Build and install facility, drill and complete development
wells to achieve production. (time varies based on
production volume and receipt of permits)

1st Development Production

TYPICAL GULF OF MEXICO DEEPWATER EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION TIMELINE*
Cost
(millions)
$3

Cumulative
Cost
(millions)
$3

Lease Year

Activity
-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Acquire 2D and 3D seismic and evaluate
geological, geophysical and engineering
data toidentify leads/drilling ideas.
Prepare bids for lease sale.

$2.2

$5.2

Lease sale - sealed competitive bidding process.
High bid leases awarded (10 year term).
Cumulative annual lease rentals.

$3

$8.2

Acquire and interpret 3D and other data to turn
ideas into drillable prospects.

Lease Sale

Find partners to share costs to drill exploratory well.
Perform shallow hazard, archeological and other
regulatory permitting requirements to obtain
Federal approval to drill.
Contract a rig to drill.

$161

$171.2

If exploration well unsuccessful,
start process over

Drill exploration well.

Discovery

Evaluate results.
$135/well
$405 total

$576.2

If encouraging, drill appraisal/
delineation 3 well(s) and sidetrack(s).
Evaluate well results, formulate plan of
development for discovery.
Prepare and file permits for development,
wait for approvals.

$1,736

$2,312

Sanction commerciality, build and install
facility,drill and complete producing wells
to achieve production.

1st Production

Source: Energy and Industrial Advisory Partners

*

LEGEND

Pre-leasing evaluation
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